In this paper, we consider the AdS-Schwarzshild black hole in light-cone coordinates which exhibits non-relativistic z=2 Schrodinger symmetry. Then, we use the AdS/CF T correspondence to investigate the effect of finite-coupling corrections to two important properties of the strange metals which are the Ohmic resistivity and the inverse Hall angle. It is shown that the Ohmic resistivity and inverse Hall angle are linear and quadratic temperature dependent in the case of R 4 corrections, respectively. While in the case of Gauss-Bonnet gravity, we find that the inverse Hall angle is quadratic temperature dependent and the Ohmic conductivity can never be linear temperature dependent.
Introduction
The AdS/CFT correspondence has been a powerful tool for studying dynamics of strongly coupled field theory. Recently the application of this duality in condensed matter physics (called AdS/CM T ) has been studied [1] . One of the most interesting subjects in this content is to understand the strange metal behavior of heavy fermion compounds and high temperature superconductors [2, 3] . They show two important properties: linear temperature dependent resistivity and quadratic temperature dependent inverse Hall angle which can be expressed as
Because of the Hall current due to the magnetic field, θ H is called the Hall angle. The other property of strange metals is related to the scaling of AC conductivity which we will not pursuit in this paper. It is widely believed that to gain a better understanding of such properties requires us to go beyond the regime of weak coupling [4] . To study non-relativistic phenomena in condensed matter, one should investigate the non-relativistic generalization of the AdS/CF T correspondence which has become an active research area [5, 6, 7] . By introducing the Schrödinger symmetry the Schrödinger space successfully fitted into the AdS/CFT correspondence. A direct method to obtain this space is to use the Null Melvin Twist to the known solutions of type II supergravity [8] . Another way is to use the light-cone coordinates, then Schrödinger space can be found in the pure AdS [9] . Properties of Schrodinger black holes from those of AdS black holes expressed in light-cone coordinates were discussed in [10] .
Using the AdS/CFT, The strange metal behaviors were studied in [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] . One should notice that there exists a few holographic systems which show the particular temperature dependence of the Ohmic resistivity and Hall angle in (1) . One also finds that the gravitational solutions showing the Lifshitz-like scaling does not reproduce the behavior of the Hall angle [18] . A holographic model building approach to strange metallic phenomenology was proposed in [14] and it was argued that the spatial part of the metric components of background metric should not be same.
In our study, we will consider AdS space in the light-cone frame (ALCF). This frame is proposed as a physical system which describes the physics of strange metals [19] . Comparing ALCF background and a Lifshitz background was discussed in [20] . It was shown that how an extra parameter can change the temperature scaling behavior of conductivity.
Our purpose is to find the temperature dependence of (1) in the presence of higher derivative corrections. These corrections on the gravity side correspond to finite-coupling corrections on the gauge theory side. The main motivation to consider corrections comes from the fact that string theory contains higher derivative corrections arising from stringy effects. In the case of N = 4 SYM theory, the leading order correction in 1/λ arises from stringy correction to the low energy effective action of type ∐b supergravity, α ′3 R 4 . The DC conductivity of massive N = 2 hypermultiplet fields in an N = 4 SU (N c ) super-YangMills theory plasma in the large N c and finite 't Hooft coupling was studied in [21] . Here, we continue this study to investigate R 4 and Gauss-Bonnet corrections to two important properties of strange metals in (1) . An understanding of how the strange metal behaviors affected by finite λ corrections may be essential for theoretical predictions.
The article is organized as follows. In the next section, we will present the basic idea for studying the temperature dependence of the resistivity in the ALCF framework. We follow the same direction and consider the corrections to the strange metal behaviors in section 3. In the last section we draw our conclusions and summarize our results.
2 Non-relativistic DC conductivity from AdS Light-Cone black hole
In this section, we explore calculating the non-relativistic DC conductivity in ALCF. The non-relativistic DC conductivity from the Schrodinger black hole spacetime has been obtained in [22] . They use the dual gravitational description of probe D7 branes in an asymptotically Schrodinger spacetime. We consider the full 10-dimensional spacetime as AdS 5 times S 5 metric
Here (x, y, z, t) are field theory space and the metric functions are given by G tt , G xx , G yy , G zz and G uu . The radial coordinates denotes by u. The AdS boundary is located at infinity and u 0 is event horizon. We will drop the S 5 part of the metric for the rest of our discussion and discuss it when introduce D7 branes on the background (2). 1 The metric of ALCF is obtained from (2) by the transformation x + = b(t + x) and x − = 1 2b (t − x), which yields [10, 22] 
where
This coordinate transformation is introduced in [7] . The light-cone direction x + is identified as time and the momentum of the x − direction is fixed. The symmetry is broken to the Lifshitz (z = 2) symmetry. A key ingredient of ALCF is transition from AdS (z = 1) to Lifshitz (z = 2). This transition is controlled by the parameter b. In brief, the corresponding dual theory interpolates between the usual relativistic scale symmetry and the Lifshitz symmetry. The role and interpretation of the parameter b is explored in [19] . One finds that thermodynamic properties of the ALCF are identical to those of Schrödinger space [10] .
One should introduce N f D7 branes on the background metric of ALCF (3) to calculate the non-relativistic DC conductivity. Notice that we work in the probe limit so that N f << N c . Then we ignore the quantum effects due to flavor fields. These D7-branes fill AdS 5 and wrap the S 3 ⊂ S 5 . There are two remaining world volume scalars on the branes. One scalar is chosen to be trivially constant and the other a function of radial coordinate θ(u) which describes the position S 3 on the S 5 and is dual to the mass operator [23] .
The U (1) worldvolume gauge field A µ is dual to the U (1) current J µ . We follow the conventions of [10] and turn on A + (y, u), A − (y, u) and A y (x − , u) as well as the θ(u). The above system is described by Dirac-Born-Infeld action as follows
where T D7 , ξ,F = (2πα ′ )F and φ are the D-brane tension, worldvolume coordinates, the normalized U (1) field strength and the dilaton, respectively. The pullback of the spacetime metric with respect to the aforementioned embedding map is given by the metric g D7 . We define N = 2π 2 N f T D7 with 2π 2 from the integration of S 3 2 . From the gauge field equations of motion, conserved charges I + =< J + >, I − =< J − > and I y =< J y > associated with A + (y, u), A − (y, u) and A y (x − , u) are found. Following [10] , we introduce the gauge filed A µ in the light-cone coordinates as
where the electric field is redefined as E b = E 2b to scale non-relativistically and it is the light-cone component of an electric field in the boost direction x [22] . Having worked out the gauge fields in terms of I + , I − and E b , one finds the on-shell DBI action as follows
ξ, as a function of u, becomes zero at a specific point, u c where ξ(u c ) = 0. This special point can be found by solving this equatioñ
2 In AdS5 × S 5 AdS black brane background, e −φ is a constant and it can be absorbed in N .
Reality condition of
√ ξ χ − a imposes two functions χ and a must vanish at u = u c . Then one finds the non-relativistic DC conductivity as follows
It is clearly seen that the non-relativistic conductivity has two main terms [22] . This is similar the relativistic case [23] . The term proportional to I 2 + shows the contribution from the charge carriers. The other term describes the contribution from the charge-neutral terms which arises from thermally produced pairs of charge carriers. Now we find the non-relativistic conductivity in the case of the AdS black brane where the metric functions are given by
and the Hawking temperature in this frame is given by [10] 
Then (10) becomes [10] σ(E, b, T ) = 2πα
Then σ depends on the new parameter b which can be interpreted as a doping parameter [19] .
In the next section, we more explain the importance of this parameter. It was pointed out in [10] that the expression of (13) is the analogues of the equation (3.27) of [22] . However, they are not the same except in some limiting cases 3 . If one neglects the charge-neutral term, for weak electric field compared to temperature (13) becomes
For the opposite limit, one finds
It is desirable to investigate (14) and (15) in the presence of higher derivative corrections. However, it is not our purpose to follow this calculation.
Strange metals from AdS Light-Cone black hole
In this section, we study the strange metal behavior in the ALCF. Then, one should choose the gauge fields as [19] A
The DBI action, then, reads
where the Lagranigian is given by 4
Notice the tildes indicate that the quantities are scaled with the factor of 2πα ′ . Alsô
The constants of motion are
Where J, < J − > and < J y > are the light-cone charge density, light-cone current along x − direction and current along y direction. The boundary value of the D7-brane worldvolume field A + acts as a source for the field theory operator J. The bulk field A − is dual to the field theory operator J − . In the field theory, if one introduces < J + >, one must also introduce < J − > [22] .
Having worked out the gauge fields in terms of these constants one can write the on-shell Lagrangian as follows
We demand the big square root in the on-shell Lagrangian to be real all the way from the horizon to the boundary. The explicit form of the numerator depends on the background metric and it must be zero somewhere between the horizon and the boundary. We assign the value of u where the numerator change the sign as u * and it can be found by solving this equation
The denominator should also vanish at u = u * . By requiring this condition, one finds two important relations which imply that the light-cone charge density and light-cone current are not independent as
, and Ohms law, < J y >= σE b , with
Then the Ohmic DC conductivity is given by σ which consists of two terms. The important behavior of strange metals can be found in the limit of large Light-Cone charge density J [19] . We consider (25) in this limit and find that
Then one should find G yy (u * ) to investigate the temperature dependency of the resistivity. If one considers AdS-Schwarzschild black brane in the Light-Cone Frame, one finds that the Ohmic resistivity depends linearly on temperature [19] . We show this result in detail as follows.
The metric functions and the Hawking temperature are given in (11) and (12) . As a result, (23) becomes
And u * is found as
From the metric functions in (11), one finds that G yy (u * ) = u 2 * . Then the resistivity without corrections (which is called ρ (0) )is given by
Now we consider low temperature regime of the model to study the leading behavior of the resistivity. In this regime one can change b at fixedẼ b and T . For small T , one finds that
Thus the first temperature dependence is linear. At small enough temperatures, by increasing the parameter b, one finds from (29) that a cross-over behavior of the resistivity from linear to quadratic in temperature exists and one finds another important property of the strange metals. It was argued in [19] that the crossover behavior is due to the fact that effectively the gravitational background interpolates between z = 1 (AdS) symmetry in the UV and z = 2 Lifshitz symmetry in the IR. Now what will be happened if one considers R 4 and R 2 corrections to the AdS-Schwarzschild black brane? We call the resistivity in this case as ρ (λ) and ρ (λ GB ) and explore effect of the finite coupling corrections on this quantity in the next section.
The resistivity of strange metals at finite coupling
Since AdS/CF T correspondence refers to complete string theory, one should consider the string corrections to the 10D supergravity action. The first correction occurs at order (α ′ ) 3 [24] . In the extremal AdS 5 × S 5 it is clear that the metric does not change [25] , conversely this is no longer true in the non-extremal case. Corrections in inverse 't Hooft coupling 1/λ which correspond to α ′ corrections on the string theory side were found in [24] . Functions of the α ′ -corrected metric are given by [26] 
and w = u u 0
. There is an event horizon at u = u 0 and the geometry is asymptotically AdS at large u with a radius of curvature R = 1. The expansion parameter k can be expressed in terms of the inverse 't Hooft coupling as
The temperature in the light cone frame is given by
By replacing (31) to (23) 
which is a lengthy equation. Fortunately, we are going to take the small limit of temperature 5 , then we only keep terms to order T 8 and rewrite (35) as This equation should be solved to find u * . It is clearly seen that (36) is the same as the equation of (27) . Then one expects the same solution while the R 4 corrections have been included 6 . The final expansion of the resistivity at finite coupling as follows
It can be seen that the result obtained in [19] can be reproduced even at higher-order corrections. This is an interesting result that R 4 corrections keep the linear temperature dependent resistivity and at the leading order enhance the coefficient of it aŝ
To support our conclusion, we use the numerical methods and plot the resistivity in the presence of R 4 corrections in Fig. 1 . We assume E = .2 and b = .0003. For small values of k, for example k = .0001, the effect of corrections are negligible. It is clearly seen that by increasing the parameter k, the slope of line is changing. Our numerical calculations also supports that by increasing the bulk parameter b, the temperature dependence of the resistivity crosses from linear to quadratic. This is another interesting property of strange metals which can be found from AdS Light-Cone black hole and is also valid in the presence of R 4 corrections.
Next, we study R 2 corrections to the resistivity and call it ρ (λ GB ) . In five dimensions, we consider the theory of gravity with quadratic powers of curvature as Gauss-Bonnet(GB) theory. The exact solutions and thermodynamic properties of the black brane in GB gravity were discussed in [27, 28, 29] . The metric functions are given by
In (40), N = 1 2 1 + √ 1 − 4λ GB is an arbitrary constant which specifies the speed of light of the boundary gauge theory and we choose it to be unity. The temperature is given by
Then equation (23) reads
One should solve the above equation to find curvature-squared corrections to the Ohmic resistivity as follows 7 7 We also express here the results in terms of the temperature of hot plasma without any corrections,
and
At the limit of large density and low temperature, one finds the following expansion
It is clearly seen that the Ohmic resistivity can never be linear in the case of R 2 corrections. This is an interesting result and one may define a new class of strange metals where the resistivity depends on T 4 . 8 Now, We increase the doping parameter b to study behavior of the resistivity at finite coupling. This limit was studied in details in [19] . In this paper a dimensionless variable was defined as t = πRT b
Different limits of resistivity was studied as t ≫ 1 and t ≪ 1 which correspond to bT ≫ 2bẼ b and bT ≪ 2bẼ b , respectively. The parameters b is an extra parameter which exists in ALCF geometry. It can be identified as doping parameter. Then by increasing b, one may neglect the electric field and by increasing it the electric field becomes strong [20] . Now we follow these limits.
By increasing b, we neglect the electric field which meansẼ b → 0 . As a result (23) is simplified toĜ G yy = 0. The specific solution of this equation occurs at the horizon u * = u 0 . For example in (27) , by applying this limit one finds that u * → u 0 . This limit is also valid in the presence of higher derivative corrections, i.e R 4 and R 2 . This is another important property of strange metals that by increasing the doping parameter, one finds a cross-over from linear to quadratic in temperature. We find that higher derivative corrections to the resistivity keep this property and show the cross over to quadratic in temperature. This is an interesting result which shows that one of the important properties of strange metals can be achieved by AdS Light-Cone approach even in the presence of higher derivative corrections.
Hall conductivity of strange metals at finite coupling
The inverse Hall angle is defined as follows
where σ yy and σ yz are Ohmic and Hall conductivity, respectively. The temperature dependence (∼ T 2 ) of the inverse Hall angle is the typical property of the strange metal. To study the Hall conductivity of strange metals, one should turn on a magnetic field. We follow [19, 20] and introduce the gauge fields as A = (Ẽ b y + h + (u))dx + + h − (u)dx − + h y (u)dy + (B b y)dz.
It implies that there is an electric field, E b , along the y direction and a magnetic field, B b , along the z direction. The on-shell DBI action is
where g D7 uu = G uu + θ ′ (u) andĜ i (u) is related to the S 5 metric [10] , also 
Reality condition imposes that ξ 1 (u c ) = 0. Then one should solve the following equatioñ 
The Ohmic conductivity in the presence of magnetic field is given by
black hole in light-con coordinates to investigate strange metal properties in (1) . The universal experimental results of strange metals were studied in [19] . The non-relativistic DC conductivity is particularly important which is characterized by σ ∼ 1 T
As it is clear the resistance ρ = 1 σ increases linearly with the temperature, this is the reason why 'strange' is defined [4] . One should notice that (59) is valid at low temperatures compared to the mass and density. In this paper, we have studied the effects of finite but large couplings by adding higher-derivative corrections in the gravity background. Especially, R 4 terms and Gauss-Bonnet gravity has been considered. It is found that the Ohmic resistivity and inverse Hall angle are linear and quadratic temperature dependent in the case of R 4 corrections, respectively. While Ohmic conductivity can never be linear temperature dependent and ρ = A 0 + A 4 T 4 + A 8 T 8 . 9 This is an interesting result and may be define a new class of strange metals.
